Effects of prolonged omnilateral gravistimulation on the ultrastructure of statocytes and on the graviresponse of roots.
Statocytes of vertically growing roots of Lepidium sativum L. exhibit a strict polarity: The nucleus is positioned near the proximal periclinal cell wall, amyloplasts are sedimented on a complex of rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) consisting of parallel cisternae near the distal periclinal cell wall. When 24 h old, vertically grown roots are rotated for an additional 20 h on a horizontal clinostat, this polarity is destroyed. Furthermore, the prolonged omnilateral stimulation leads to a damage of the statocytes, which in some cases ends in the self-destruction of the sensitive cells. The different components of the ultrastructural responses of the statocytes are: Displacement of the nucleus; changes in amount and distribution of the ER; loss of amyloplast starch; confluence of lipid droplets to large aggregates; a considerable increase of the lytic compartment. In addition, even anticlinal cell walls may be lysed up to small stumps. As all these effects are clearly restricted to the statocytes, only these cells are able to respond to the continuously changing direction of the gravity vector, thus perceiving gravity as such. After being exposed horizontally, the graviresponse of rotated roots is delayed as compared to the controls. About 20% of the rotated roots do not respond (curve) at all, but grow perpendicular in relation to the gravity vector. Perception of gravity is inevitably correlated with the polarity and the integrity of the statocytes.